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Abstract

We are developing a set of checklists and a process model for commercial business product

reuse e�orts. We describe our approach to scoping the activities of Domain Analysis (DA) in

order to optimize reusability of the products (e.g., domain models) of that analysis. In par-

ticular, our model for the Domain Analysis activity is complemented by a distinct activity for

analyzing the reusability constraints placed by the product development environment (people,

tools, process, objectives, etc.). We refer to this as a \Reusability Analysis." We contend

that one bene�t of distinguishing between an analysis of the domain and an analysis of the

environment in which workproducts will be reused is that the domain models and related

workproducts of the Domain Analysis will be reusable, even if software components cannot be

reused across the range of intended domain products.
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1 Introduction

Hewlett-Packard Company has diverse lines of business in the commercial marketplace. HP's elec-

tronic instruments, medical and analytical equipment, and computer systems with vertical and

horizontal application products all include large software (and �rmware) components. Within a

single line of business, there is extensive diversity in particulars of the software generation and

maintenance processes. A single product family may span numerous hardware platforms, include

multiple programming languages, interface with diverse database systems, address niche markets

or diverse international standards, etc.

The time-to-market and return-on-investment criteria for products are driving these organi-

zations to consider reuse practices. Some early adopters of reuse objectives have \backed into"

performing domain analyses in order to ensure the development of reusable components. We are

producing a set of checklists and a process model that incorporate best practices from these reuse

practitioners. The practitioners serve as invaluable resources in the re�nement of the reuse process

model, so that prescriptive guidance is tempered by practical experience.
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2 Approach

The �rst phase of our investigation has essentially constituted a domain analysis of Domain Anal-

ysis. Our e�orts have included gathering data from the literature on prescriptive domain analyses,

interviewing domain analysis experts, interviewing members of engineering teams that would be

users of the domain analysis results, looking at existing practices (whether or not they are called

\domain analysis"), and generating a model of the process that could be used across many appli-

cation domains.

Initial steps of the process modelling involve de�ning the context for the domain analysis: what

are the peer activities, and what is the encompassing activity. Our setting of the DA activity

boundaries is based on the various published uses of the term \domain analysis," as well as on a

consensus among the reviewers of the model as to the prescriptive goals of the process (i.e., what

Domain Analysis ought to provide for commercial product development projects).
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We de�ne three interdependent activities in reuse: Developing ReusableWorkproducts (which in-

cludes Domain Analysis), Developing Software Products (with reusable workproducts), and Manag-

ing Workproducts. Within Developing Reusable Workproducts, we identify Analyzing The Domain

(Domain Analysis), Generating Reusability Requirements (Reusability Analysis), and Engineering

Reusable Components as the three primary activities.

From the Domain Analysis process model, we extract a hierarchical set of checklists that can

be used in reviews. The checklists are designed to ascertain the quality and completeness of the

domain model
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and other DA workproducts, whether or not a de�ned process has been explicitly

followed. Through review of projects that are intentionally designing reusable workproducts, we

will re�ne our process model with best practices and provide timely feedback on weaknesses in

projects' analyses.

We have chosen the checklist format as a near-term delivery vehicle for what we have learned.

This enables us to give immediate support to projects with reuse objectives who are already in their

analysis phase. For projects in progress, the checklist serves as a set of guidelines, reminding the

team what questions they need to answer before they have �nished their analysis. (Note that this

does not imply a waterfall lifecycle. This is discussed further in Addressed Issues.)

To be of practical use in product teams, the process model will need to be modi�ed with

feedback from early adopters. Until the process model has stabilized, with careful assessment of its

performance in application product development environments (�rmware, application and systems

software products), we do not want to oversell the model's bene�ts. Reaction in product teams to

checklists is more forgiving. There is less expectation that checklists will provide complete coverage

of a process, and the interactions among activities are not expected to be called out explicitly.
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We are employing the IDEF0 [IDEF90] practice of successive re�nement of the model, with quick-turnaround

reviews of top-down generated process activities, constraints, mechanisms, inputs, and outputs.
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Typically today, a project initially plans to produce a reusable architecture that embodies their domain model.
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3 Addressed Issues

3.1 What Tasks Fall Within A Domain Analysis?

We contend that the proper focus of a domain analysis is the modelling of the domain in the \prob-

lem space," separate from the task of engineering a (reusable) solution based on the domain model.

The domain analysis, together with a reusability analysis
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constitute the inputs to Engineering

Reusable Workproducts for this domain. Our motivation in disambiguating the role of Domain

Analysis is to ensure that the products of the DA e�orts are reusable, independent of the choice of

system analysis and design paradigm. We �nd this to be consistent with the philosophy of design

for reusability, in which bindings are delayed, and exible application of workproducts is an explicit

goal.

3.1.1 Systems Analysis and Design

The distinction between domain analysis and systems analysis and design tasks is often blurred.

Our process model draws the distinction by advocating Domain Analysis outputs (e.g., feature

models, E-R Diagrams, terminology dictionaries) that are independent of the software paradigm

and methodology to be used in Engineering Reusable Components. We a�rm the importance

of revisiting Domain Analysis issues and decisions in light of early explorations of the reusable

architecture and components design. Our process model distinguishes the analysis activities that

directly address the needs of those developing software products (the \customers" for the reusable

workproducts). We refer to this as \Reusability Analysis."

3.1.2 Do Boundaries Imply A Waterfall Lifecycle?

Our basic Domain Analysis model is from the perspective of those involved in the execution of the

analysis (e.g., a domain analyst). The modelling notation system supports concurrent and iterative

interpretations on the execution of the process.
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The model includes feedback paths within the

Domain Analysis activity, suggesting successive re�nement of the DA workproducts. Additionally,

there are important feedback paths between the DA activity and other activities within Developing

Reusable Workproducts (DRW), and between DRW and Managing Workproducts (MWP) and

Developing Software Products (DSP).

3.2 Role Of The Domain Analyst

With this scoping of the DA process, we clarify the role of the domain analyst as that of language

interpreter, understanding the domain language of the users and customers and translating that into

the features and relationships that will be used by the engineering team that produces the reusable

components. The Domain Analyst says nothing about how to implement the reusable workproducts,

imposing no particular software paradigm (e.g., object-oriented) in the domain model.
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See Section 4.1.2.
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We also model \planar views" [DURAN91] that enable us to show other perspectives, for example, emphasizing

those feedback paths that would support a spiral lifecycle model, or highlighting the continuous process improvement

analysis and feedback loops.
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4 Identi�ed Open Issues

Our research has resulted in identi�cation of issues that require further investigation. As our process

model matures, we intend to address many of these issues and to articulate solutions.

4.1 Distinction Between Domain Analysis and Market/Reusability

Analyses

Analogous to our work in distinguishing Domain Analysis from Systems Analysis, we are investi-

gating process models for Market Analysis to understand its role with respect to Domain Analysis.

Because we have identi�ed Reusability Analysis as a distinct task in Designing Reusable Workprod-

ucts, we are also investigating a process model for that activity and its interaction with Domain

Analysis.

4.1.1 Market Analysis

Many enterprises have developed sophisticated market analysis processes that employ much the

same philosophy as Domain Analysis[QFD86, MCCAIN85]. They conduct extensive interviews of

users and customers of products, review the literature, analyze technology trends, and produce a

characterization of the desired features of future products, with prioritization. More progressive

groups employ creative techniques to ensure innovation, much like the DA practice of exploring

novel combinations of features. We contend that some of the e�orts in a full Market Analysis map

to the early information-gathering phases of a traditionally-de�ned Domain Analysis. While Market

Analysis provides signi�cant input to the DA process, the two processes are distinct.

4.1.2 Reusability Analysis

We de�ne the analysis of the constraints on reusability (i.e., what enables the product development

teams to use the workproducts) as an important and separate activity in Developing Reusable

Workproducts. While some existing process models outline the Analyzing Reusability activity

[PRIETO91], our reuse engineers who are Engineering Reusable Components need explicit infor-

mation on the content of the reusability requirements workproduct, and details on how to conduct

the analysis. Arango [ARANGO89] models the reusability analysis as a meta-process, a learning

system that iterates over the reuse process. We �nd that modelling Reusability Analysis as a

peer activity to Domain Analysis provides practitioners with a clearer sense of the tasks that must

be completed to Develop Reusable Workproducts. Our current model for Analyzing Reusability is

analogous to analyzing customer requirements, where the \customers" are the product development

team members and the \product" is the reusable workproducts.

Research into characteristics of reusable workproducts, and the impact of speci�c software de-

velopment practices and environments on the design of reusable components is being conducted.

Systematic analysis of claims (e.g., comparing reusability of an object-oriented approach with a

traditional structured approach) would be a welcomed contribution (and is beyond our project's

current scope).
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4.2 Assessing The Cost/Bene�ts

Metrics to tease out the parameters of \good" Domain Analysis (and Reusability Analysis) have

not been experimentally validated in controlled comparisons. We believe that data gathered in such

assessments will contribute to the re�nement of prescriptive domain analysis process models. As

part of our program, we are partnering with early adopters of reuse approaches to gather before-

and-after data. We also advocate explicitly modelling the Continous Process Improvement (CPI)

process, showing acquiring data, assessing the costs and bene�ts of a particular approach to reuse,

and supporting iteratively improving the DA process itself. Gathering informative data on the

bene�ts of our Domain Analysis process implies an understanding of the overall reuse process, since

bene�ts (and some expenses) are accrued in other phases of the reuse process. Since any reuse

process is tailored to a class of environments, we plan to \plug" our reuse process into an existing

HP CPI process model to �nd opportunities for process improvement. A companion project is

researching appropriate metrics and analysis methods for accurately reecting costs and bene�ts.

5 Status

An extensive review of the literature has been completed. We have identi�ed activities, looking

for commonality across the reported uses (e.g., [FODA90, SPC90]), and focusing on guidelines

appropriate to diverse commercial (rather than defense) enterprises. Domain Analysis consultants

have been interviewed, toward the goal of re�ning the model. The top three layers of the process

have been modelled and have stabilized through peer reviews. The remainder of the model is in

development and review.

We have identi�ed project teams in distinct commercial markets that have agreed to participate

in bidirectional reviews (of their projects' processes, and of our process model). We will employ

the Domain Analysis checklists that are linked to the process model, rather than using the process

models directly in these early assessments.
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